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BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT - AIRPORT CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
15 FEBRUARY 2017 AT 1.30 PM

Present: Mr Colin Flack – Chairman

In attendance from Birmingham Airport:
Kirstin Kane - Head of Sustainability

Andy Holding - Corporate Responsibility Manager

Tom Redfern - Environmental Specialist

Deane Arnold - Contract Manager

Robert Eaton - Head of Planning

In attendance from Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council:

Mr L Stevenson - Representing the ACC Secretariat

ABTA - Mrs S Foxall

Balsall Common Village Residents Association - Mr D Ellis

Balsall Parish Council - Cllr M Tattum

Barston Parish Council - Cllr K Flood

Barston Parish Council - Cllr D Elliott

Berkswell Parish Council - Cllr R Lloyd

Birmingham City Council - Cllr M Ward

Birmingham City Council - Cllr D Donaldson

Bromford & Hodge Hill HLB - Mrs E Tarpey

Catherine de Barnes Residents Association - Mr D Cuthbert

Consumers Association - Mr P Orton

Fordbridge Town Council - Cllr L A Sorrell

Hampton Society - Mr M Blomer

Kingshurst Parish Council - Cllr M Dawson

Knowle Society - Mrs E Baker

Marston Green Residents Association - Mr J W Fox

Passengers Representative - Mrs R Tyler

Shard End Communities - Mrs M Ball

Sheldon Residents Association - Mrs M Kennett

Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council - Mrs B Hill
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Smith’s Wood Parish Council - Cllr J Wilson

Warwick District Council - Cllr G Illingworth

Apologies were received on behalf of: -

Barston Parish Council - Cllr R Lyon

Birmingham Airport Company - David Winstanley

Birmingham City Council - Mr N Tinsdeall

Birmingham City Council - Cllr R Alden

Castle Bromwich Parish Council - Mr R Brueton

Chelmsley Wood Town Council - Cllr S Tomkins

Hampton in Arden Parish Council - Cllr D Sandells

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council - Cllr T Crumpton

Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council - Cllr D Bell

Staffordshire County Council - Cllr M Deaville

Wychwood Club - Mr G A Heaps

1. WELCOME AND UPDATES FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

Introductions

The Chairman welcomed Members of the Committee and representatives from the 
Airport Company. All those in attendance were invited to introduce themselves to the 
meeting.

Stansted ACC

The Chairman welcomed delegates from Stansted ACC who were in attendance to 
observe proceedings.

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING 

The Minutes of the meeting of the Airport Consultative Committee, held on 16 
November 2016, were submitted. 

The Airport Company (Andy Holding) – drew the Committee’s attention to:

Agenda Page 7: Chairman’s Verbal Report 

‘The Committee’s Membership Framework would be considered by the Committee’s 
Steering Group in January 2017’

Airport Company response: “Review completed - see Agenda Item 7.”

Agenda Page 9: Track-Keeping Performance 
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‘Why isn’t track keeping performance getting back to levels previously seen…’

Airport Company response: “The reduction in track-keeping performance relates only 
to departures from runway 33 (track-keeping on runway 15 consistently exceeds 98%). 
The reduction in performance largely relates to aircraft turning tight on the 
‘southbound’ turn and leaving the NPR before reaching 3,000 feet. Aircraft are 
however flying the procedure correctly but there is a discrepancy between the 
published NPR and the SID. This situation will be remedied as part of the runway 33 
Airspace Change Process.”

Agenda Page 9: Energy 

 ‘As the Airport has a target of 10% reduction for 2016/2017, I suggest that the graph 
should be modified/amended to reflect the performance against target..’

(Airport response that this would be reviewed)

Airport Company response: “Having looked at how this could be presented, it should 
be borne in mind that the graph does not include emissions from non-static sources 
(for example vehicles on the ramp) whereas the 10% reduction target applies to all 
sources, so inclusion of the 10% target would not provide a complete picture. 
However, if members wish it to be included, this can be arranged.”

Agenda Page 9: Passenger Services Report 

 ‘The Handling Agent would be made clear on the table by means of the initial…’

Airport Company response: “Currently not required as, since the withdrawal of Aviator 
from UK operations, only one Handling Agent – Swissport – is operating at 
Birmingham. BAL is currently in discussions to bring in another Handling Agent. The 
issue is complex with regard to observing EU regulations and the need for a 
prospective agent to have a sustainable client base of airlines at BHX. Above all, the 
Airport Company needs to ensure that standards of safety, security and customer 
service are not compromised.”

Agenda Page 11: Marston Green Resident’s Association 

 ‘..sought further information…as to how many aircraft were regularly exempt from the 
Night Flying Policy’

Airport Company response: “During 2015/16 night flying year, a total of 601 
movements were exempted. These were either on the grounds that they were rated at 
QC0 (327) or that they were positioning flights (274).”

*Marston Green Residents Association (Mr J Fox) – stated that the Committee might 
find this information useful on a quarterly basis and this was agreed for inclusion within 
the usual reporting periods.

Agenda Page 12: Warwick District Council 

 ‘The Airport Company undertook to review track-keeping performance for this 
particular locality (Kenilworth) and report back..’

Airport Company response: “An investigation was undertaken into numbers and 
altitudes of aircraft overflying Kenilworth over the past ten years. This has confirmed 
that the Kenilworth area is predominantly overflown by aircraft on arrival to runway 33 
and on departure from runway 15. 
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Year Arrival Runway 33 Departure Runway 15           Total
2006 4075 2660 6735
2007 4548 1943 6491
2008 2984 2230 5214
2009 1899 2445 4344
2010 1410 1952 3362
2011 1245 2053 3298
2012 1210 1526 2736
2013 1520 1520 3040
2014 1343 2338 3681
2015 1510 3663 5173
2016 1923 4045 5968

The figures show that traffic dropped away during the recession from 2008 onwards 
but has been rising again since 2013 as the Airport has grown. The implementation of 
the Airspace Change Process has had an impact too in that it has concentrated aircraft 
tracks within a narrower swathe which may contribute to the perception of those 
beneath this swathe that track-keeping has deteriorated. In actual fact track-keeping 
on runway 15 has remained at over 98% throughout.”

Agenda Page 13: Balsall Parish Council 

 ‘..suggested that the Airport Company should engage directly with SMBC Councillors 
that represented the Borough’s northern wards

Airport Company response: “Suggestion acted upon with all northern ward councillors 
contacted directly and several meetings held. This activity and other pro-active work in 
north Solihull appear to be yielding results, with a significant increase in interest and 
applications to the Trust Fund from organisations in the area.”

Agenda Page 14: Commercial Development

Resolved ‘that the Airport Company be requested to explore…making improvements 
to signage of Car Parks 1&2 (including the drop-off facility)’

Airport Company response: “The Airport Company is undertaking a complete overhaul 
of car park signage across the entire site with new signage due in place for the 
summer season.”

**Passengers Representative (Mrs R Tyler) – observed that direction signage within 
airport car parks would be welcome too.

Agenda Page 14: Members Information Pack

Resolved ‘that the Airport Company be allowed some further time to develop the 
Members Information Pack’

Airport Company response: “the first draft of the pack is complete and presented as 
Agenda Item 8. Members are invited to comment and bring forward suggestions as to 
information for inclusion.”

RESOLVED
(i) The Minutes of the last meeting be agreed as 

a correct record and the updates from the 
Airport Company be noted; and
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(ii) That the following actions be agreed:
 Agenda Page 11 (*above): Marston 

Green Resident’s Association – to 
begin quarterly ACC reporting of 
aircraft regularly exempt from Night 
Flying Policy constraints.

 Agenda Page 14 (**above): 
Commercial Development – seek 
improvements to car park internal 
direction signage.

3. MATTERS ARISING FROM PRE-SUBMITTED QUESTIONS 

In accordance with the agreed changes to meeting procedures, Members of the 
Committee were encouraged to submit questions prior to the meeting. The follow 
questions had been submitted:

QUESTIONS:
Berkswell Parish Council submitted the following question(s) detailed in italic:

Q – “Gatwick have introduced a penalty charge to encourage adoption by operators of 
a modification to A320-family aircraft to reduce noise on approach.  Apparently a 
characteristic whine can be produced, typically at distances over 12 km from landing. 
Airbus have a modification to reduce turbulence around the fuel over-pressure 
protector cavities in the wing.  Is this problem being addressed at Birmingham?”

Airport Company response: “No work has been undertaken with operators at 
Birmingham. Should members agree, the team will survey Birmingham operators of 
A320 family aircraft to understand if any have undertaken the modification. The results 
could then be fed back to the Committee. That said, it appears the noise occurs 
between 7 and 30 miles from the runway end and BAL has not received any 
complaints of this specific nature.”

Balsall Common Resident’s Association submitted the following question(s) 
detailed in italic:

Q – “Given the problems established with fuselage noise from the A320 (which 
resulted in Easyjet making a correction to its A320 flights at Gatwick (all will be 
modified by the end of this year), can we be assured that (Eurowings) will fly a suitably 
adapted A320 which eliminates this noise?”

Airport Company response: “As above.”

Q – “Given the whole purpose of extending the runway was to attract and enable 
operators to fly non-stop to Far East & places like San Fransisco etc, save for the 
limited China flight we have seen no major successes - why is that?”

Airport Company response: “Whilst Birmingham Airport does not currently have any 
services that need the full length of the extended runway to reach the destination, the 
extension has allowed greater operational flexibility to airlines. It means carriers 
operating longer sectors such as to Dubai or Delhi are now able to operate to their 
maximum payload, meaning they can take more cargo and make the services more 
sustainable for the airlines.  Meanwhile, with Emirates and Qatar Airways (two of the 
so-called Middle East Big Three) having expanded their presence at Birmingham over 
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the last year, we have seen further connections to places such as Beijing, Singapore 
and Australia opening up. As more people use these services then the business case 
for direct flights will get stronger and stronger, which is what airlines look for when 
determining new markets. Long haul routes such as the Far East remain at the top of 
the Airport’s ‘wish-list’ and we are in ongoing discussions with potential carriers.”

Q – “Night Flying paper - Table 2(P49). I do not understand the last entry - how can a 
3 month figure be the same as a 12 month one?”

Airport Company response (also dealt with in Minute 2 above): “Although superficially 
similar, these figures are correct – 135.5 for the three months October – December 
2016, as opposed to 1,350.5 for the full year October ’15 to October ’16.”

Q – “What is the current average night flights per 24 hours at present? I note that for 
many years the QC count has been vastly under used. Given the proposal by DfT for a 
revision of both Heathrow & Gatwick QCs by 1/5th in their current Night Flying Policy 
should not BHX seriously consider reducing its QC to a more meaningful level - of 
between 3200 & 3500? This should not create a problem for BHX as DfT rules permit 
either a carry-over or carry-back of up to 10% of unused QC year 1 to Year 2 or 
conversely 10% from year 2 - year 1.

As BHX night flying policy is reviewed every 3 years the QC should also be reviewed 
as well as ATM limits?”

Airport Company response: “Averaged over the last night flying year, movements that 
were not exempt as either QC0 or positioners, there were an average of 8.6 flights per 
night. The case for a reduction in QC limit is addressed as part of Agenda Item 10.”

Q – “Can BHX provide details of:

 The likely number of operators who have/will move to BHX from Coventry?
 What the likely night -time movements will be?
 What type of aircraft will be involved with data as to their DB count?”

Airport Company response: “The number of operators moving from Coventry to 
Birmingham is likely to be two, totalling approximately 530 movements each year. 
These will be with Shorts 360 (293 movements - QC0 on departure, 0.25 on arrival) 
and ATR 72 (237 movements – QC0.25 for both arrival and departure).”

Q – “Last sentence - I note the change of proposed measurement from the 'best of the 
last 5 years' to the forecast movements for the 12 months (whatever period that will 
cover) but am disappointed that although the S106 agreement contains a requirement 
to reduce the night time ATMs no action is being proposed to start this process- why?”

Airport Company response: “The S106 Agreement states that the review will include 
the ‘Quota and Annual Limit with the intention of achieving as soon as is practicable 
after the opening of the Runway Extension a phased reduction of the Annual limit to 
4% or lower on a programme to be agreed with the Council...’ More rapid growth than 
forecast has occurred, and the impact of this on plans for a phased reduction is 
discussed further in the Night Flying Policy Review paper (Agenda Item 10).”

Catherine de Barnes Resident’s Association submitted the following question(s) 
detailed in italic:

Q – “Airport Information is accessed using a premium rate telephone number 0871 222 
0072 equivalent to 68p/min - not consumer friendly - should this be reviewed?”
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Airport Company response: “The Airport is providing a telephone enquiry service to 
customers of airlines and other organisations and to the public at large who choose to 
use it in preference to using its comprehensive free to use website or by calling a 
specific service directly using the alternative telephone numbers provided. The 
automated telephone service is often the quickest way to direct callers to the relevant 
party and the Airport Company has invested significantly in this system and the CRM 
system via the website to deliver this level of convenience to consumers. The Airport 
Company recognises there is balance to be struck between the efficient use of its 
resources and the convenience of consumers but believes it is acting responsibly in 
this case.”

Q – “Revisiting report of 16th Nov, Aircraft and passenger stats. Can it be confirmed 
that Nov 16 figures are correct as ATM's /passenger figures give low load factor - the 
Nov 15 figures quoted here are not correct.”

Airport Company response: “The November 2016 figures are incorrect. The 
figures given are those for September 2016, which the system failed to overwrite when 
the report was generated. The correct figures are given below, with apologies for any 
confusion:”

Current Year Previous Year
Oct-16 Nov-16 Dec-16 Oct-15 Nov-15 Dec-15 Movement

AIRCRAFT 
Air Transport Movements 9,738 7,761 8,025 8,160 6,977 6,816 15.2%
Cargo Aircraft 232 284 252 183 109 127 83.3%
Total Aircraft Movements 10,548 8,479 8,813 9,088 7,635 7,450 15.2%

PASSENGERS
Total Passengers 1,073,768 779,657 844,960 920,148 693,033 683,291 17.5%
Load Factor 76.26 74.72 74.45 79.83 73.57 72.58 -0.3%

Q – “Is there any reason why ATM figures in ACC report differ from ATM figures on 
CAA website eg Jan 16 CAA quote 6583 with no cargo registered as against 6712 plus 
128 cargo ?”

Airport Company response: “The data sent to the CAA has been checked through to 
find where the anomaly sits. It appears to be in the Commercial Movements section 
which, when published in the CAA data is lower than that provided by BAL. Why is not 
clear and a much more detailed analysis will be required to provide a comprehensive 
explanation.”

Q – “What ATM's are included in the ATM figure used to calculate the night flying 
quota - from the last quarter reported ATM's there are over500/600per month 
unaccounted for  ATM's (not passenger nor cargo).”

Airport Company response: “Movements used to calculate the Night Flying Limit fall 
into three categories; Air Transport Movements carrying passengers, Airport Transport 
Movements carrying cargo and General Aviation. The ‘unaccounted for’ movements 
identified in the question are all those movements which are not either Passenger or 
Cargo, to give a figure for ‘Total Aircraft Movements’. This third category includes 
General Aviation and all other movements such as military. However, of these, only 
General Aviation is used to calculate the Night Flying Limit. In short the table does not 
specifically identify the number of movements used to calculate the Night Flying Limit – 
i.e. passenger, cargo and general aviation – in a separate line. This may also help to 
inform the related question below:”
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Q – “Following on from a response to a question at the last meeting, (at the bottom of 
page 10 of the ACC papers for meeting 16th November) “Airport Company Response - 
The ATM limit was calculated based on the financial year performance". Based on the 
figures provided in the ACC reports I am having difficulty is agreeing making this 
calculation - can it be explained further?”

Airport Company response: “The earlier response is accurate in that the Night Flying 
Limit is based on the final reported figure for Passenger, Cargo and General Aviation 
flights that appear in the Company’s Annual Report & Accounts. As indicated above, 
the number of movements used to calculate the Night Flying Limit is not separately 
identified in the figures reported to ACC, which explains the difficulty in making the 
calculation from the information supplied here.”

Q – “The statement above quotes financial year as the base for calculations on ATM’s. 
I am confused why stats for night flying are quoted from Oct - Oct (stats in 3.2 of the 
Sustainability Report given Oct to Oct). There is no mention of financial year in 
documents I have read.”

Airport Company response: “The Airport Company agrees it is confusing and looked 
carefully at how the Night Flying calculations could be shifted to align with the financial 
year. However, because of the fact that airline planning operates on a system of 
scheduling summer and winter seasons based on an Easter to October cycle, it has 
proved impossible to reconcile this with an April to March financial year cycle. More 
detail is provided in the Night Flying Policy Review – Agenda Item 10.”

RESOLVED
(i) That the responses to the pre-submitted 

questions be noted; and
(ii) That the Airport Company be requested to 

undertake a review of Birmingham operators 
of the A320-family aircraft to understand if any 
have undertaken a technical modification to 
reduce noise on approach.

4. AIRPORT ACTIVITIES REPORT 

The Airport Company (Kirstin Kane) - presented the Airport Activities report for the 
period October to December 2016. On this occasion, the contents of the report, on the 
following topics, were taken as read:

 Aircraft & Passenger Statistics.
 Aviation Development.
 Marketing.
 Commercial Development.
 Operations.
 Planning, Development & Transportation.

Discussion Points

Consumers Association (Mr P Orton) – drew the Committee’s attention to the Airport 
Gurus (who promoted the Airport and airline services) and asked which other travel 
partners did the Gurus deal with beyond local travel agents. The Airport Company 
(Kirstin Kane) undertook to provide this additional information at the next meeting. Mr 
Orton highlighted that consumers needed the best advice to ensure that direct routes 
could be achieved.
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ABTA (Mrs S Foxall) – spoke in support of independent travel agents, particularly the 
role that they could provide to the consumer in providing good quality advice regarding 
individual flights and package holidays from Birmingham Airport. 

RESOLVED
That the contents of the Airport Activities Report for 
the period October to December 2016 be noted.

5. SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 

The Airport Company (Kirstin Kane) presented the Sustainability Report for the period 
October to December 2016. As agreed previously, there was no Airport Company 
presentation on the data graphs which allowed the Committee more time for 
discussion and questions. The contents of the report, on the following topics, were 
taken as read:

 Sustainability Update.
 Noise Violations.
 Night Flying Policy.
 Engine Ground Running.
 Air Traffic.
 Aircraft Activity Complaints.
 Air Quality.
 Waste (Recycled).
 Energy.

Discussion Points

Catherine de Barnes Residents Association (Mr D Cuthbert) – sought some additional 
clarification from the Air Quality element of the report, specifically to explain the 
exceedances to Air Quality Standards by Pollutant (Ozone). The timeframe for the 
review of the Health Action Plan was also sought. 

Passengers Representative and Vice-Chairman (Mrs R Tyler) reported that a meeting 
had been scheduled for April 2017 and that she would be pressing for the draft Plan to 
be signed off and brought back to Committee in May to comply with the Section 106 
Agreement.

Some Members expressed concern as to the length of time that the Health Action Plan 
work streams had been ongoing. Mrs Tyler explained that the delay in bringing the 
Plan forward to the Committee had been due to information being outstanding from 
third parties. It was agreed that any specific concerns or questions, at this stage, could 
be submitted directly to Mrs Tyler who would take them forward to that Steering Group.

RESOLVED
(i) That the contents of the Sustainability Report 

for the period October to December 2016 be 
noted; and

(ii) That Members be invited to submit any 
specific concerns or questions in relation to 
the Health Action Plan directly to Mrs Tyler.
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6. PASSENGER SERVICES REPORT 

The Airport Company (Deane Arnold) – presented the Passenger Services Report for 
the period October to December 2016. On this occasion, the contents of the report, on 
the following topics, were taken as read:

 Oracle RightNow (CRM System).
 Operational Performance.
 Cleaning Audit Scores.
 PRM’s.
 Security Queue Time Performance.

Discussion Points
Knowle Society (Mrs L Baker) – referred to the Oracle RightNow CRM system, 
particularly the top ten answers clicked on and viewed. This showed which aspects of 
the Airport operation website users accessed information about most frequently during 
the reported Quarter. Additional reference was made to “CAA survey input” and it was 
requested that ACC have sight of this information. The Airport Company (Andy 
Holding) confirmed that this would be possible. Additionally, the Committee was 
advised that retail and catering offer surveys were also now being conducted.

Consumers Association (Mr P Orton) – expressed concern at the provision of luggage 
trolleys, specifically the need for a £1 coin to release one. He drew to the attention of 
the Committee the perceived difficulties that foreign travellers would have when 
arriving in the country with no loose coinage. Mr Orton regarded this as a poor 
customer experience. It was also highlighted that some airports still did not impose a 
charge for baggage trolleys. The Airport Company (Deane Arnold) advised the 
Committee that the Airport had introduced a charge for some seven years now and the 
particular coinage issue for arriving passengers did not generate a noticeable level of 
complaints.

Mr Orton then referred to the transition through airport security and asked how 
passenger timings were measured and recorded. The Airport Company (Andy Holding) 
advised the Committee that passenger boarding cards were scanned, samples were 
then taken and that data gave average queue times.

Information regarding the expected service levels for technical failures was also 
requested, although the Airport Company (Deane Arnold) advised that this was 
dependant on what equipment had failed and the individual severity of the technical 
failure itself. KPI’s were in place for on-site repairs.

Mr Orton also enquired if the (chargeable) fast-track element of airport security was 
publicised and the Airport Company confirmed that it was and that good levels of 
usage was being seen. 

Performance information on bus services was also explored. The Airport Company 
(Kirstin Kane) confirmed that regular engagement with bus companies did take place 
regarding surface access performance. 

Passengers Representative and Vice-Chairman (Mrs R Tyler) – recalled her recent 
positive experience of the (PRM) Special Assistance passenger service and 
congratulated the Airport on that. Additionally, car parking in advance of the meeting 
today had proved problematic with Members being diverted to another nearby car park 
due to the usual car park being full. Mrs Tyler reiterated her willingness to participate in 
any passenger services issues as the Committee’s Passengers representative.
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Smith’s Wood Parish Council (Cllr J Wilson) – stated that lost property was not well 
signed which posed a difficulty for passengers. The Airport Company (Deane Arnold) 
noted the concern that had been raised.

RESOLVED
That the contents of the report be noted.

7. REVIEW OF COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP 

The Airport Company (Andy Holding) – invited the Committee to consider the ACC’s 
Steering Group recommendations and recent consideration of the Committees 
Membership Framework. In summary, the Steering Group recommended that the 
status quo be maintained, but kept under review. In particular, the impact of future 
additional membership from communities to the north of the Airport (which should be 
welcomed) should be monitored with regard to the effective operation of the 
Committee. Additionally, individual membership should be reviewed as and when 
future opportunities arose, for example when an individual resigns membership, to 
ensure fair geographical representation.

Discussion Points

Catherine de Barnes Residents Association (Mr D Cuthbert) – supported the 
recommendations of the Steering Group of which he was a member. The recent 
request for membership to the ACC from Chadwick End Parish Council was 
highlighted again, and the offer made to them by the Airport Company for a direct 
dialogue as and when necessary. The Airport Company (Andy Holding) emphasised 
that the ACC was not the sole means of community contact to the Airport and any 
individual or community body was welcome to make direct contact with them at any 
time if they had any matters of concern to raise. Mr Holding highlighted that there were 
many communities along the departure routes which were affected by BAL operations 
and not directly represented on ACC.

Warwick District Council (Cllr G Illingworth) – emphasised that the role of the local 
authority members was to represent the interests of many local communities within 
their area.

RESOLVED
That the Steering Groups recommendations be 
supported as detailed in the pre-amble above.

8. MEMBERS INFORMATION 

The Airport Company (Andy Holding) – presented the Members Information Guide 
which aimed to provide ACC members with a ‘one-stop’ source of information about 
the Committee and its workings and to act as a signpost to sources of information on a 
wide-range of airport-related subjects to provide context for the committee’s 
deliberations.

It was emphasised that the guide was a “living document” and the Airport Company 
would welcome suggestions for any additions/updates for inclusion in future issues.

The Committee was also advised that a new web-site for the Committee would soon 
be going live, hosted on https://www.birminghamairport.co.uk/ to replace the UKACC’s 
resource that had been taken off-line some time ago.

RESOLVED

https://www.birminghamairport.co.uk/
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That the Members Information Guide be received.

9. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT UPDATE 

The Airport Company (Robert Eaton) – presented the Airport Company’s latest 
planning and development information, specifically a very early indicative overview of 
the forthcoming Master Plan update that was shared in confidence to the Committee at 
this point in time. The confidentially aspect of this item was echoed by the Chairman. 
The presentation also set out the envisaged timetable for public consultation and 
refinement ahead of publication in early 2018.

Discussion Points

Catherine de Barnes Residents Association (Mr D Cuthbert) – noted that there were 
several Master Plans coming along from different regional bodies during this period. Mr 
Cuthbert urged the Airport Company to give careful consideration to the content of the 
updated Master Plan to avoid unnecessary blight to local communities (i.e. if the 
Airport Company did not foresee the need for a second runway in this Master Plan 
review period, then such provision should not be included this time round.)

Balsall Parish Council (Cllr M Tattum) – stated that the Master Plan review should take 
account of the findings from the Airports Commission’s independent review into airport 
capacity and connectivity in the UK which did not shortlist proposals for early 
expansion at Birmingham Airport.

RESOLVED
That Airport Company’s latest planning and 
development information, specifically the indicative 
overview of the Master Plan update, be noted.

10. NIGHT FLYING POLICY REVIEW 2016/17 

The Airport Company (Kirstin Kane) presented a report and delivered a PowerPoint 
presentation that set out that a full review of the Night Flying Policy had taken place in 
2011 and a new Night Flying Policy was agreed between Birmingham Airport Limited 
(BAL) and Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council (SMBC) in January 2012. That new 
Night Flying Policy had superseded the Night Flying Policy attached to the Section 106 
Agreement for the Runway Extension.

The s.106 Agreement for the runway extension had required the Night Flying Policy to 
be reviewed every 3 years. In 2013, the Night Flying Policy had been reviewed with 
SMBC and it had been concluded that the Policy was working successfully; balancing 
the economic and social need for night flights, with the environmental impact. No 
changes to the Policy were made at that review. 

The Night Flying Policy had been scheduled to be reviewed again in 2016 and the 
Airport Company had previously presented proposals for the review to the Committee 
on 16 November 2016. However, since that meeting at the Airport Company’s request, 
SMBC agreed to defer the review for reasons outlined in the report. The Night Flying 
Policy review was now due to commence before April 2017. 

The report and presentation detailed the performance of the Policy since the last 
review (in 2013), and set out the Airport Company’s proposal for the April 2017 review 
of the Night Flying Policy. This was to:

 To maintain all aspects of the Night Flying Policy.
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 The 5% ATM limit to be calculated using the schedule for the year in which the 
traffic was scheduled to operate i.e. for 2016/17 the night ATM limit would be 5331.

 To continue to review the Night Flying Policy every 3 years, in line with the 
requirements of Section 106 Agreement.

Discussion Points

Balsall Parish Council (Cllr M Tattum) – stated that the Airport Company’s business 
strategy needed to adhere to the undertakings of the (2013) Night Flying Policy which 
set out an intention for a phased reduction of the Annual Quota Count Limit down to 
4% as soon as practicable after the opening of the Runway Extension. The Airport 
Company (Kirstin Kane) advised the Committee that, over recent years, the Airport 
Company had seen accelerated growth which had been significantly greater than that 
forecast at the time of the last Review in 2013. The Committee was also advised of the 
current demand being seen for passenger leisure traffic.

Cllr Tattum added that the Committee needed to see a three year projection of where 
the Airport growth forecast would be at the end of the next Night Flying Policy review 
period. Concerns were expressed to the Airport Company that there was a growing 
perception that a situation would be created which would cause increased complaints 
and cause greater encroachment into the morning and night-time shoulder periods.

Catherine de Barnes Residents Association (Mr D Cuthbert) – expressed concern at 
the 2017 proposal and highlighted to the Committee that the Airport Company’s 
business strategy appeared not to reflect the planning obligations of the Night Flying 
Policy and the intentions set out in 2013.

Mr Cuthbert agreed that the Committee needed to have sight of the ATM forecasts for 
the next three years based on accurate, transparent projections. Mr Cuthbert also 
highlighted the Airport Company’s viewpoint from a previous meeting on cargo growth. 
It was suggested to the Airport Company that they might wish to consider reducing 
further the Night Noise Violation Level of 85dB(A) during the next review period. The 
next stages of the decision making process was also discussed, particularly the role 
and timing of the Council’s Airport Working Party, ahead of formal consideration by the 
Council’s Planning Committee.

Balsall Common Village Residents Association (Mr D Ellis) – echoed the concerns 
made by the previous two speakers. Mr Ellis also highlighted that the Committee’s 
former working group (EMWG) was much missed for important topics such as this.

Berkswell Parish Council (Cllr R Lloyd) – stated that if going below an Annual Quota 
Count Limit of 5% was no longer economically viable, then the Airport Company 
should bring forward proposals to mitigate the impact, such as by reducing the Night 
Noise Violation Limit.

Knowle Society (Mrs L Baker) – expressed concern that the proposal appeared to be 
presented as a fait accompli. Mrs Baker highlighted the scenario that Solihull MBC 
could still potentially refuse the proposal and asked the Airport Company if they had 
taken that risk into account in their business and growth planning.

Mrs Baker recommended that the Committee should write formally (to the Airport 
Company /Solihull MBC) to express their concerns at the Airport Company’s proposal. 
There was support from several Members of the Committee to do this.

Consumers Association (Mr P Orton) – highlighted the importance of the Airport 
Company being able to attract new business and continue supporting the West 
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Midlands economy. A balanced view needed to be taken in his view. The Airport 
Company (Kirstin Kane) added that the Night Flying Policy was seen as a strength 
from the community and environmental perspective; but a business constraint from the 
commercial perspective.

Warwick District Council (Cllr G Illingworth) – reiterated that the Night Flying Policy 
was in place to protect residents and it was incorrect to assume that the success of the 
West Midlands economy rested on the ability to fly at night.

Passengers Representative and Vice-Chairman (Mrs R Tyler) – agreed with the 
sentiments of Mr Ellis in that the Committee was missing the contributions from EMWG 
and PSSTWG, particularly for contentious issues such as this.

RESOLVED
(i) That the ACC express concerns that the 

Airport Company’s growth projections indicate 
that the undertakings given in 2013 Night 
Flying Policy review, specifically the phased 
reduction of the Night ATM limit and Quota 
Count Limit, may not be adhered to; 

(ii) That the Airport Company be requested to 
consider reducing further the Night Noise 
Violation Level of 85dB(A) during the next 
review period; and

(iii) That the Committee agree that the Chairman 
write formally to the Airport Company and 
Solihull MBC to express their concerns at the 
Airport Company’s current proposal.

11. DATES FOR FUTURE MEETINGS 

The Committee noted that the next scheduled meeting would be on 17 May 2017 at 
1.30pm, at Diamond House, Birmingham Airport. 

(Post meeting note - future meeting dates: 16 August 2017, 15 November 2017 and 14 
February 2018).

RESOLVED
That the contents of the report be noted.


